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Test Your Vocabulary Skills
The Perfect Job 1
By pure coincidence, each person below has a job that matches his or her name.
Can you say what each one does for a living?
1. Laura Whiteboard is …
2. Krzysztof Perm is …
3. Jonathan Script is …
4. Lewis Mains-Switch is …
5. Simone Receipt is …
6. Clark Gnome is …
7. Helga Words-Per-Minute is …
8. Olivier Letterbox is …
9. Jemima Toothbrush is …
10. Orlando Tripod is …
11. Sukvinder Emergency is …
12. Godfrey Vintage is …
13. Sally U Bend is …
14. Gareth Limousine is …
15. Dorothy Catwalk is …
Choose one of these jobs for each person:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

an actor
a dentist
a typist
a chauffeur
a postman
a model
a wine taster
an electrician

i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)

a photographer
a teacher
a gardener
a plumber
a hairdresser
an ambulance driver

o) a checkout supervisor
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Answers:

1. Laura Whiteboard is a teacher.
2. Krzysztof Perm is a hairdresser.
3. Jonathan Script is an actor.
4. Lewis Mains-Switch is an electrician.
5. Simone Receipt is a checkout supervisor.
6. Clark Gnome is a gardener.
7. Helga Words-Per-Minute is a typist.
8. Olivier Letterbox is a postman.
9. Jemima Toothbrush is a dentist.
10. Orlando Tripod is a photographer.
11. Sukvinder Emergency is an ambulance driver.
12. Godfrey Vintage is a wine taster.
13. Sally U Bend is a plumber.
14. Gareth Limousine is a chauffeur.
15. Dorothy Catwalk is a model.
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